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Choosing residential cleaning services could be a big decision and unless you take the right
decision it could spoil your peace of mind. Remember that a cleaning service should not be chosen
based exclusively on price. There are other aspects that could act as a deciding factor. With the rise
in nuclear families and double income households the need for a cleaning service is felt largely.
Working moms do not have time to take care of cleaning activities and therefore they engage a
professional cleaning service to get their house back in order. It is important that the cleaning
service has a good reputation and their staffs are not just capable of handling the job but also
honest in their approach. Since cleaning service staffs will be given access to the most private
spaces in your home it is important that they have a clean record and good reference.

Search for a good house cleaning service can start with your friends or neighbors. Find out whom
they approach and if they have a positive experience with them. Getting first hand information could
be valuable. There are service lists that can also be helpful in choosing the right house cleaning
services. It is important to shortlist a few before you finalize on one. The need for choosing a
professional cleaning service is important because they are sure to be bonded and insured.
Checking this is vital, else you may land in trouble for injuries that occur inside your premises.
Therefore be cautious while hiring a cleaning service if you want to save yourself unwanted trouble.
Also check if the cleaning service offers guarantee. Most reputed cleaning services do offer written
guarantee. Read the guarantee papers carefully to check what is included and what is not.

While hiring residential cleaning services find out if their employees are permanent and not sub
contractors. Ask the contractor how many people will be used and the time taken to clean the
house. Next important factor to check is to find out what types of cleaning solutions are used for
cleaning the house. Insist that they adhere to green cleaning norms. The cleaning supplies should
not contain toxic chemicals that could cause harm to humans and pets. The cleaning supplies
should be allergy free and safe. Read their terms and conditions carefully to avoid
misunderstanding. Check out their charges and if you find them affordable go for the call.

There are many residential cleaning services that offer handbooks and guides on cleaning for free.
These could be useful while making a choice. The service of an experienced cleaning company is
required for that professional touch. First time cleaning could be time consuming as the cleaning
staffs need to take extra effort to ensure a complete and perfect cleaning. There are number of
cleaning packages to choose from and depending on your cleaning requirements choose a
package. Cleaning bathrooms and kitchens require extra effort and only an experienced cleaning
service can accomplish this task easily. Choose a green cleaning company with care and ensure
the health of your family.
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